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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit.
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4. Write the 8085 program for an interrupt-service

procedure which turns an LED connected to

bit D0 of port C of 8255 ON for 25s and OFF

for 25s. The procedure should also turn ON a

second LED connected to bit D1 of port C on

for one minute and OFF for a minute.

Unit III

5. (a) Discuss the control word formation,

addressing and modes of programmable

timer chip.

(b) Discuss the operation of 8259 in different

modes.

6. (a) Explain with the help of diagram how

the memory to I/O data transfer occurs

using DMA.

(b) Draw the block diagram of 8237 chip

and explain the function of each block.

Discuss the timing diagram of 8237 chip.
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Unit I

1. (a) State meaning, mode of addressing and

flags affected by the execution of the

following 8085 instructions :

(i) XTHL

(ii) CNC FC00H

(iii) PCHL

(iv) POP PSW

(v) MVI M, 65H

(b) Find the contents of accumulator after

the execution of the following 8085

program :

MVI A, 45H

MOV B, A

STC

CMC

RAR

XRA B

2. Write an 8085 assembly language program for

division of two 8 bit numbers lying in memory

location FC00H and FC01H. Store the

remainder in memory location FC02H and

integer part of quotient in memory location

FC03H.

Unit II

3. (a) Draw timing diagram of instruction MOV

A, M.

(b) An 8085 program script is given below :

T state

LXI H, 0203H 10

LOOP: DCR L 4

JNZ LOOP 10/7

DCR H 4

JNZ LOOP 10/7

(i) How many times DCR L instruction

is executed in the above program.

(ii) If a 4 MHz crystal is used, find the

delay caused by execution of above

program script.
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Unit IV

7. (a) Write an assembly language program to

generate a triangular wave of frequency

50 Hz using 8085, 8255 and a D/A

converter. Assume system crystal

frequency of 6 MHz. Draw block diagram

of connections.

(b) A 4K byte of EPROM, 8K byte of RAM

(realized using 4 chips of 2K byte size

each) and six I/O ports are to be

interfaced with 8085. Assuming that de-

multiplexed address/data bus is available,

draw diagram of connections. Discuss

address assignment for the above purpose.

8. Receive five bytes of data and store it in

memory starting from location FC00H. Write

assembly language program to receive these

data bytes at 9600 baud rate from a serial

peripheral connected to SID pin of 8085.

Assume crystal frequency of 6 MHz.
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